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Abstract

The paper examines research that suggested that it may be commonplace for
discontinuous innovations to be targeted at the wrong initial market and which
proposed a prescription for identifying the more favourable initial market. More
evidence is presented which supports the original findings that aiming to replace the
established 'inferior' technology is not the sensible strategy. A critical appraisal is
then made of an alternative prescription promulgated by Christensen. His definition of
disruptive technology is shown to be too narrow and that ancillary performance may
be an additional determinant of what initial market can sensibly be targeted.
Conclusions are drawn on the process of determining the initial target market for
discontinuous innovations.
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Introduction

To purposively commercialise an innovative technology it has to be decided what
product, or service, to use it for and often, by implication, what market to target. How
can these decisions be made to ensure successful commercialisation? If the innovator
is a small company, a start-up one or government-funded body hoping to boost its
budget, they often only have one chance at getting these decisions right because of
their limited resources. The decision about what product-market to target is not made
any the easier because the technology may well be still under development.

This paper reviews the prescriptions made on the right product-market choice for
technology innovations by Friar and Balachandra (1999), (F&B) and Christensen
(1997, 1998,2002,2003). Further evidence is presented that supports the F&B view.
The proposals of Christensen are then critically examined. An additional factor, other
than those considered by F&B is shown to need to be considered in the product
market decision. Some overall conclusions are drawn on the product-market choice
for discontinuous innovations.

Breakthrough Innovations

Innovations are usually categorised as either continuous, meaning incremental
improvements, or discontinuous (Mohr et aI, 2005). The main categorisation criterion
used is whether subsequent users have to learn new behaviours in order to utilise the
innovation. Robertson (1967) identified a third category of dynamic-continuous,
where the technology is novel but users do not have to learn new behaviours. By
'breakthrough' innovation in this paper we mean one that is novel and discontinuous.
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The focus of this paper is the product-market decision made by orIgmators of
innovations. How can organisations choose the market in which to commercially
exploit their innovation? Is there evidence to suggest some strategies are better than
others?

The Product-Market options for a Breakthrough Innovation

Friar and Balachandra (1999) argued that a continuous innovation should be targeted
at replacing the current technology over which it is an improvement; importantly, they
showed that a discontinuous innovation (DI) should not aim to substitute or replace
the existing technology over which it may have superiority: "although it may perform
the same function, it may require considerable learning on the part of the customers.
Such relearning may inhibit current customers (users) from adopting it for its existing
applications." Finding the actual market for a DI "entails all the issues of
understanding the latent needs of customers" and, "if the technology is so radical that
there is not even a potential application for an established market then a (market)
creation strategy may have to be adopted." F&B were primarily thinking of consumer
behaviour in the reference above. There are many additional reasons why companies
may not choose to adopt an innovation, including such things as the installed-base
effect (Woodside, 1997).
F&B conducted case studies on three new industries each of which were based on
DIs. They studied a major firm in each innovative industry and found from interviews
that the managers were all targeting customers and applications that already existed,
that is, they believed that the DI should aim to substitute, or replace, the old
technology in the market. F&B then found the subsequent, specific sales history of
each of the firms' products. This revealed that: a) no sales at all were made in the
expected, targeted initial markets, where it had been expected the innovative products
would automatically replace what was currently being used, and, b) the percentage of
sales gained from each type of product-market application were as shown below:

Expansion application Creation application
- sales to known - sales to initially
customers unknown customers

Case 1 86% 14%
Case 2 97% 3%
Case 3 68% 32%

An Expansion application means applying the innovation to a situation where the
existing technology did not produce very satisfactory outcomes, or to solve a problem
for which there had been no real solution. A Creation application means enabling
something to be done, or created, that was not possible before.

From this evidence F&B concluded that: the initial market for DIs is overwhelmingly
with known customer groups but for new applications; some opportunity exists for
creating entirely new markets but by customers initially unknown to those seeking to
sell the technology - it is discovered by these surprise users. F&B suggested that DIs
may eventually substitute for the established technology in major markets but after
having proved themselves in these usually smaller, initial ones.
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Further Evidence for F&B's findings

Listed below are a series of further examples that support F&B's fmdings that:
a) managers of firms with DIs target the wrong initial market, and that, b) the

receptive initial market is either an Expansion or Creation one, as described above.

Breakthrough Originator's assumed target Achieved initial market
Product/technology market
Kevlar (I) Replace steel in radial tires Many diverse applications from

bullet proof vests to masts for
racing yachts. Still not in
everyday car tires.

The Orbital Engine(6) US Auto makers, to replace the Marine outboard motors,
4-stroke engine mopeds.

A very accurate probe for Water and waste water The wine industry, because
measuring small amounts of treatment applications. small amounts of dissolved
dissolved oxygen in liquids (2) oxygen helps the fermentation

process ifit can be controlled
accurately.

Videophone (3) Replace the standard, landline Still not in the market in its
phone originally conceived form

Pharmaceuticals:
Dilantin Epilepsy Cardiac arrhythmia
Lidocaine (4) Local anaesthetic Cardiac arrhythmia
Ultrasound (4) Cleaning, for example: Medical diagnosis

ultrasound showers and cleaning
dishes and perhaps even clothes.

Laser (5) Tool for extending radio and Printing
microwave circuit functions into Digital recording
the optical region - use in Industrial cutting
spectroscopy in laboratories. Medical, Weapons, etc, etc

High-temperature Power and transportation Electronics
superconductors (4)
Xerox DataGlyph (4) Offices "smart" ID cards
Optically responsive polymers Optical interconnections used in Enhancing the quality of LCDs
(4) electro-optic devices

Numbers in brackets refer to sources; see References.

Christensen's analysis and Ancillary Performance factors

Christensen (op cit) characterised innovations into those that are sustaining and those
that are disruptive. He contended that if an innovative technology supported the
development and performance of the established technology, and firms harnessing it,
it would be adopted by them; he called such innovations 'sustaining' ones. Innovative
technology that did not support and fit the architecture of existing technology and
firms would not be adopted by them and would be, by his defmition, 'disruptive'. He
cited case histories where such disruptive innovations were commercialised by
entrepreneurial, small firms. He contended that such innovations had the following
general characteristics: worse initial product performance, cheaper, simpler and easier
to use. In his view those characterised as sustaining could include both continuous
and discontinuous innovations, as defined above. He found that disruptive
technologies may enter and expand emerging market niches, improve over time end
eventually attack and replace the established products and technology in the
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mainstream markets. His analysis is primarily from the standpoint of large firms who
are threatened by innovation and who might adopt and use the new technology. His
categorisation of innovations as being either sustaining or disruptive seems
straightforward post-hoc but, can a small company with innovative technology
identify which it has, a-priori, and therefore where its initial market is?

Christensen's criteria for categorising innovations and therefore needing to follow a
particular commercialisation path, has been shown to be too restrictive by Utterbeck
& Acee (2005). They suggest that higher performing and higher priced innovations do
enter the most demanding market segments and then, later move towards the mass
market. This exposes the limitation of Christensen's analysis in that he emphasises
that disruptive technologies "attack from below" but ignores other discontinuous
patterns of change which can be of equal importance. They cite examples of quickly
commercially successful DIs for which cost and traditional performance were not
lower but nevertheless disruptive; the electronic calculator would be a case in point.
They show that the added, or ancillary benefits, that the technology offers makes the
difference. For example, digital cameras initially were more expensive and had lower
performance than traditional, film cameras but offered the ancillary benefits of
editing, storing and transmitting images. If, as Utterbeck and Acee (op cit) suggest,
the market influencing characteristics of innovations are performance, price and
ancillary performance, there are eight possible combinations of these ( 2-'>, if we
consider each as being either higher or lower compared to what already exists in a
market. They cite an example of each that has successfully entered the market by
quickly replacing the incumbent technology. Christensen only considers one
combination: worse performance but cheaper.

Christensen's analysis and examples of market disruption would seem to be selective.
Market disruption can be driven by changes in many factors as well as technology:
social, political, environmental and demographical to name but a few. The impact of
the development of complementary products and services must also be allowed for:
the car replaced the horse, but cost more and was enabled to increase its market
penetration by the development of asphalt roads, not cheaper than dirt, and pneumatic
tyres.

Discussion and Conclusion

F&B proposed that originators of DIs tend to target the wrong initial market and that
the more open market opportunity is that of market expansion: using it to solve
difficult problems and applying it to novel uses. They presented data from three case
histories that supported their proposition. This paper has presented other apparent
cases that also illustrate and support their findings for DIs. This is not an empirical
generalisation as this would require, among other things, that no evidence can be
found that shows contrary evidence. Utterbeck and Acee (op cit) do suggest examples
where a DI has replaced the formerly dominant technology. However, this is after
some years and the route to achieving this replacement was not examined, as F & B
had done. Importantly, Utterbeck and Acee find that ancillary performance may be an
additional factor that influences the ability of DIs to directly replace the existing
technology in a market.
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Many other factors should be taken into account when a firm assesses its initial
product-market strategy for an innovation. For example, Millier and Palmer (2001)
describe a process for identifying potential market applications for a new technology
and then an assessment of each of these for their technological and commercial risks.
They advocate that the choice of which potential market to initially target should be
made based on the level of risk that an organisation can sensibly carry. They propose
that this can be assessed through the Market Attractiveness - Business Position Matrix
(Abell & Hammond, 1979). An organisation with limited resources can not carry a
large risk. Millier and Palmer cite examples that can be seen to show that the
'Replacement/Substitute' market is mostly High Risk, although potentially High
Reward. However, the 'Expansion' market, as defined earlier in the discussion of F &
B's research, is usually a much smaller risk. Their advice is that organisations should
follow an 'Acceptable risk' strategy and work towards that which is initially 'High
Risk' and by so doing learn to reduce both the Technological and Commercial risks
inherent in the commercialisation of innovations.

Given the further evidence presented in support ofF&B's proposition it is concluded
that originators of DIs would be well advised to consider basing their initial market
targeting on this: that is, do not attempt to initially, directly replace the existing
technology in the market. A caveat derived in this paper is that if the DI can offer
ancillary benefits it may be possible to target direct replacement after assessment of
the specific risks posed to the
DI originating organisation.
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